Change
up a Gear
Make the shift
to Windows 10 with Fujitsu

Windows 10 Pro means business.

Invest in the future with
Windows 10 on Fujitsu
Enable better protection and simplified IT for your business as Windows 7 and
Office 2010 reach end of support starting January 14, 2020. Fujitsu can help you
upgrade to Windows 10 and Office 365 ProPlus to be more productive and secure.

Most productive

Lowest TCO

Most secure

Deliver the smartest productivity tools

Free up time and gain control

Provide the most secure

Give users the easy, collaborative,

Reduce downtime and increase control

experience for users and IT

intelligent experiences they want, and

over your environment. Spend less

Protect your devices with built-in

deliver rich capabilities across devices.

time on updates and make data-driven

security tools that always stay current

decisions using cloud-based analytics.

against the latest threats.

Make the shift with Fujitsu now!

Windows 10 Pro and Fujitsu
help you to get more done,
and put your business in a
position to do great things

Choose Fujitsu to shape your
workplace transformation
Our role is to translate
innovative features into
benefits for our customers.
Making the shift to Windows 10 is a great move for your busi-

We operate a world‑class technology platform with a

ness. It’s a big change, and you’ll want it to be perfect. While

long history of working with Microsoft and working

going it alone may seem the best choice if you’re trying to

with organizations worldwide to roll out new systems,

reduce costs, it could be a false economy, especially if you en-

platforms and business development strategies.

counter problems or don’t have close knowledge of everything
the new OS can deliver in terms of business benefits. This is

We live and breathe IT transformation and understand that,

particularly the case if you are also planning to use Windows 10

while every organization is unique, all need to prove ROI.

migration as proof of concept for a bigger digital transforma-

Also consider your relationship with Microsoft. Through our

tion of the business. If you need to move quickly and guarantee

close, long-standing partnership, we have advanced notice

an effective delivery, then the best solution is to partner with a

of Windows 10 roadmaps and have built detailed under-

business with 20 years of delivering desktop managed services.

standing of how to utilize and get the most out of new
features and tools in the new operating system. We’ll help

Fujitsu is a globally recognized Tier 1 IT services and

you pick the right and most cost-effective approach for mov-

systems integrator. We deliver complexity at scale.

ing to Windows 10 and its associated cloud ecosystems.

Windows 10 and Fujitsu will power the
future of Enterprise Mobility with smart,
connected devices that enable productivity
from anywhere, and run cloud-powered
mobile apps that deliver real-time
customer insights. All from secured, wellmanaged devices that users love.

Let Fujitsu power your
shift to Windows 10
Regardless of the size and complexity of your business environment, Fujitsu
can help you plan, build, test, and validate your deployment. We can help
you find the right balance of performance, cost, flexibility and security.

Skills and experience: we support
over 10 million devices globally

Your people come first

We were one of the first to migrate customers to Windows

of the migration plan. We work with you and your business units

10 back in 2015. So we have been part of the journey since

to ensure a secure, seamless move to Windows 10, through a

the start – meaning that you benefit from the learning

Workplace Assessment and Colleague Journey mapping. We can

and insights our specialist teams have acquired.

even support you on-site with training and advice to employees.

Our consultancy-led approach puts your employees at the heart

Migrate to Windows 10 stress free:
Windows 10
Migration Guide

Book a Workplace Assessment today

Fujitsu is positioned as a leader in Gartner’s Magic
Quadrant for Managed Workplace Services (EU, 2019)

Download Migration Guide

Make the shift to
advanced Fujitsu devices
Combine the awesome power of Windows 10 Pro with FUJITSU Client
Computing Devices to stay agile and responsive in competitive markets,
empower your workforce and be ready with excellent security.
Client Computing Devices from Fujitsu help you match your capabilities to your business priorities and,
with Windows 10 Pro, you have the operating system to ensure your business reaches its full potential.

FUJITSU Tablet PCs
STYLISTIC & LIFEBOOK

FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK

FUJITSU Workstation CELSIUS

FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO

Worlds lightest convertible with a pen –

Integrated PalmSecure® sensor

Cable-free design and whisper quiet –

Available with a backpack solution and USB

CELSIUS M770 for ideal working conditions

Type-C – ESPRIMO G558 for clean desk scenarios

LIFEBOOK U939X – for working anywhere, anytime for enhanced Security
Fujitsu is continuously innovating tablets that

Fujitsu’s LIFEBOOK notebooks combine the

FUJITSU CELSIUS workstations, available

ESPRIMO PCs with Windows 10 Pro are energy-

are built for business but designed for users:

latest technology with attractive design,

in notebook, desktop or rack form factor,

efficient devices designed to transform

powerful lightweight devices built for work

maximum security, ﬂexibility and efficiency.

deliver scalable and reliable power and

offices into smart, connected spaces.

on the move and for next-level productivity.

performance to your workspace.

Support services – All of Fujitsu on your side
If your IT is to support your business effectively, it needs to be backed by great support of its own.
This is where Fujitsu can really help. Fujitsu Client computing Devices are part of an entire ecosystem
of services, advice and support from Fujitsu that empower your IT to support your profitability.

Fujitsu customizes devices just the way you need:
Hardware Services
Individual configurations to adapt
to specific IT environments, e.g.
qualification of customer specific
components

Software Services
Individual customer software load (from
master hard disk drive, DVD or flash module)
to personalized configurations (individual
BIOS and RAID settings ex factory)

Add-on Services
Labels with customer (bar) codes
or customer specific information,
customized packaging as well as
individual laser marking

Extended Component Lifetime
Component freeze during product
lifecycle and after general availability,
BIOS freeze

Fujitsu offers a great range of Product Support services to keep your
servers running smoothly throughout their lifecycle:

Different Service Levels

Response
Services

e.g. Onsite service
with defined onsite
response time
(4 hours, next
business day)

Recovery
Services

Onsite service with
defined recovery
time (4 hours, next
business day)

Different Service Offerings
Infrastructure
Support

Combination of
HW/SW Support with
Technical Solution
Support

Support
Pack
Has to be
purchased within
90 days of the
product purchase

Service
Contract

Can be purchased at
any time during the
product lifecycle

Solution
Pack

Solution
Contract

Has to be acquired
within 90 days of
purchasing the
infrastructure

Can be acquired
at any time during
the lifecycle of the
infrastructure

Contact us:
AskFujitsuHQ@ts.fujitsu.com
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